
MOUNTAIN LIFE AT ITS BEST

best places to                 see wild

don’t-miss 
events in 
ski towns 
near you

Tales from a 
bear + wolf 
expedition in 
yellowstone+spring 
smoothies

the art And 
architecture 
of aspen’s mad 
dog ranch

ian walsh in the mountains

the seduction   
of a surfer

the seduction   
of a surfer

sun valley, jackson Hole, Park city, aspen, missoula, big bear, 
truckee, and more... mountain towns, we have you covered!
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SALOMON ADV SKIN 8 SET
This women’s-specific ADV Skin eight-liter vest 
places its hydration around a women’s chest 
with comfort. Stand by. The soft flasks have 
been customized by making them shorter, wider, 
and tapered to live slightly to the side and under 
the breasts to prevent any chafing, bouncing, 
or pressure. And the vest, which includes two 
500-ml flasks, new longer straws, pockets for 
storage, whistle, and reflective loop for a lamp, 
weighs just 240g. $145 • salomon.com

KAVU SAN BLAS OVERALLS
These overalls promise easy-breezy living 
in spring, summer, and fall for any festival 
situation, or beach, desert, or backyard soirée. 
The San Blas (shown here from left to right in 
Greenhouse, Explore, and Black with succulents, 
sasquatch, and other oddities) is a quick-
dry stretch overall with adjustable webbing, 
shoulder straps, and buckle closure— any girl’s 
dream. $80 • kavu.com

UCO GEAR BAMBOO  
ELEMENTS MESS KIT
Crafty and bamboo-y! Please toss (or rather 
recycle) your plastic for a better, cleaner, 
safer option with UCO’s mess kit made 
from 90% natural content (75% bamboo 
fiber/15% corn starch) that includes a leak-
proof lid plate and bowl, a two-piece Switch 
Spork set (two pieces count as four), and 
silicone tether to strap this cuisine combo 
together. The split-grip tab makes eating a 
straightforward affair and the lid and bowl fit 
together effortlessly so you can strap the lot 
together in a cinch. Ideal for everyday use for 
meals, snacks, and all après adventures. 
$19.99 • ucogear.com

GOLITE® REGREEN WINDSHELL
Voilà! A piece of gear that’s light on the path and 
the planet. This shell is designed to be as light 
as possible without sacrificing performance; 
it’s made with ReGreen fabric from Tzu Chi-
collected and recycled bottles. BTW: The Tzu 
Chi Foundation, whose population in Taiwan 
has “evolved the ritual of recycling into a rich 
community-building activity.” This pretty young 
thing was made with 100% recycled polyester 
from certified green bottles, eliminating the 
need for dying, which further reduces the eco-
footprint. The ReGreen Windshell with Organotex 
Eco-DWR (fluorocarbon-free, biodegradable 
water-repellent technology) is made from 20 
green bottles and weighs in at just 1.6 ounces. 
In GoLite’s signature GoSkin print, take part in 
the movement to green the clothing industry by 
wearing plastic bottles proudly.
$100 • golite.com 
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